We are Embedded4You
One-stop solutions for you –
from the idea to series

"Embedded4You e.V. is the leading competence
network for embedded technologies and enables
the implementation of efficient solutions through
cooperation."
cooperative - individual - competent

www.embedded4you.com

Why Embedded4You?
More than 30 SMEs with over 2000 engineers and professionals
The business association Embedded4You e.V., founded in 2007, is an
organization that bundles the advantages of small companies and brings their
customer proximity and flexibility on par with the market power of large
companies. In it, small and medium-sized companies from the Germanspeaking countries have found a cooperation platform that bundles their skills
and flexibly combines technologies.
By using the partner expertise, each participant can concentrate on their own
core competence and, if necessary, access the technology and know-how of
other members at any time. In this combination, innovative products can be
offered both individually and as part of a comprehensive overall solution.
Every single company in E4You network has excellent, deep industry knowledge
and many years of project experience. The very close cooperation and
continuous exchange of knowledge lead to higher product quality, more flexibility
and greater customer satisfaction..
From idea to the series- all from one source
Embedded4You is our answer to your
questions about current and future
Challenges in the market environment for
Embedded Systems

Our technology focus at a glance

One face to our Customer
Our customers receive reliable
solutions from us, which consist of
optimally coordinated technologies.
The coordination of several contacts
is dropped and he becomes part of
the network. In the further course of
his product life cycle, he can flexibly,
quickly and independently access a
wide range of services and expertise
within the association.
These synergy effects result in
considerable savings potential for our
customers in the shortest possible
time and in many cases a shorter
"time-to-market" phase

Your way to Embedded4You e.V.
Use our network or become part of it
Our success story is to bundle competences by bringing together the best of their
respective fields under one roof organization. The secret behind this is a
cooperation based on partnership that has been unique for more than ten years
and which is reflected in the large number of customer projects carried out
together. From the start, we were able to win the trust and projects of customers to
which we would have been denied access as a single provider.
Our contact person for you

Werner Altmann
Association
coordination

Robert Schachner
Technology
coordination

Ralf Ober
Sales
coordination

Olaf Rohde
Marketing
coordination

Services of the association for members







Basis for the exchange of information for marketing, sales and projects
Cooperation platform for developing new services and products
Easier access to technologies and resources of club members
Organization of joint, public and internal events
Partnership occurrence at various trade shows and conventions
Organization and coordination of research and funding projects

Achievements of the members for the association







Assumption of club tasks to increase awareness and visibility
Host and / or participant in internal and external events
Support in joint marketing and sales campaigns
Active communication on issues and social media - actions
Presentation and introduction of own technical skills and ideas
Cost contribution through membership fee or as fair participants
“Embedded systems now form an independent market segment and are
one of the most important cross-sectional technologies in the 21st century.
But as they often work in secret, the importance of technology in politics
and the public is still underestimated.
Embedded4You e.V. is the concrete implementation of this idea.”
Dr. Bernhard Rohleder, General Manager of BITKOM

Working for you throughout Germany
More than 30 SMEs with over 2000 engineers and professionals

Embedded4You e.V.
Carl-Zeiss-Str. 51 / D-85521 Ottobrunn
Email: kontakt@embedded4you.com

Chairman of the board - Association board
Dr. Werner Altmann
Phone: +49 172 240 73 29 / Email: wa@embedded4you.com
Deputy board - Technology board
Dipl. Ing. Robert Schachner
Telefon: +49 89 9616018 00 / Email: rs@embedded4you.com

